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2.5x Annual Salary 
is what it is costing your company 

every time an employee leaves

The Intangible Ripple Effect

Poor Culture          Poor Retention

 87% of C-suite executives recognize that disengaged 
employees are the biggest threat to a business

~ FierceInc.com





We help companies 
build a hyper-attractive culture

We work with companies that are committed to creating a culture of excellence. 

Recognizing that companies need multiple subcultures to support their 

employees, we provide a roadmap to attract and retain exceptional talent. 

We believe in the value of human capital and the contribution of every individual. 

Whether it is in hiring, company events or weekly meetings, we create 

environments where people thrive. Companies come to us to eliminate mediocre 

performance.

Employment Branding 

Clearly define and share your culture, 

values & reputation, which will attract 

exceptional employees

Human Resources 

Cover yourself from any liabilities by 
dotting your I’s and crossing your T’s, 

not your fingers

Social Capital 

Integration

+ Creates a hyper-
attractive culture

+ Corporate sutainability
+ Increases profitability

+ Builds a powerful + Builds a powerful 
company brand

Human Capital 

Develop leaders from within your 
organization & foster dynamic 
engagement



Your Special Agents

With over 75 years of collective experience, your Social Capital consulting team is the 
voice of the Millennial with the tenure of a Baby Boomer. We create social assets and 
add inter-personal value to companies in order to create social impact and economic 
well-being. 

Who We Are

Who We’ve Worked With

Highly engaged employees are  480% more 

committed to the success of their companies

~ Gallup

Dr. Liz Selzer

20+ years in Human Capital Development

Corporate Trainings & Micro-Learning

Nancy Holmes

20+ years in Human Resources

7+ years Consulting

Devon Kerns

20+ years in Sales & Leadership Development

5 years of Millennial Consulting



www.SoCapAds.com          |         303.552.2947          |      info@SoCapAds.com 

THE PAIN THE GAIN

EMPLOYMENT BRANDING

HUMAN RESOURCES

+ Serious lack in Next Gen of leadership and 
    management
+ Lack of leadership and management training
+ Shortfall of diversity with the same values
+ Talent retention and management
      >  This is part of the branding and it 
           becomes ‘sticky’ when mentoring,            becomes ‘sticky’ when mentoring, 
           leadership development and diversity 
           inclusion are strategically practiced.

+  They don’t feel an emotional connection to 
     the Company
+  Their values aren't in alignment with the 
     Company / senior mgmt.'s values
 

+  They don't feel like they are adding value or 
     making an impact     making an impact

+  They don't see how their individual goals tie 
     into the big picture / Company goals

+  How do I fire an employee without getting 
    sued?
+  Do I have to pay an attorney to update our 
    employee handbook? 
+  If our I-9 forms aren't filled out correctly, can 
    it really cost $1,000 in fines per form? 
+  How do I know if my employees should be +  How do I know if my employees should be 
    paid by the hour or on a salary?
+  How do I know how much to pay my 
    employees and are we competitive?

+  Management training and documentation; 
    ongoing support thru resolution & termination
+  Cost savings by creating/updating the 
    Employee Handbook in-house
+  Internal audit of all positions to see if they 
    meet exemption status or require overtime pay 
+  How do I know if my employees should be +  How do I know if my employees should be 
    paid by the hour or on a salary?
+  Compensation analysis for internal equity and 
     external competitiveness

+  Strong internal communication (branding) of 
     the values set forth by top management
+  Continuous and consistent communication 
     that reinforces all employees to walk the talk 
+  Open avenues for employees to hold each 
     other, and themselves, accountable to these
     values     values
+  Hire only those who have demonstrated similar 
     values in prior jobs via reference checks

+  We increase the Human Capital of your 
    employees through leadership development, 
    recognition, feedback best practices and 
    real-time micro learning systems.  
+  We create a ‘sticky’ and fun culture of 
     engagement, learning and growth. 
     Fostering the adoption and inclusion of a      Fostering the adoption and inclusion of a 
     diverse team who have the same values as 
     the company. 




